The perception and prehension of objects oriented in the depth plane. II. Dissociated orientation functions in normal subjects.
Normal human subjects were tested for their ability to discriminate the orientation of a square plaque tilted in depth, using two different tasks: a grasping task and a perceptual matching task. Both tasks were given under separate monocular and binocular conditions. Accuracy of performance was measured by use of an opto-electronic motion analysis system, which computed the hand orientation (specifically, a line joining the tips of the thumb and index finger) as the hand either approached the target during grasping or was used to match the target. In all cases there was a very strong statistical coupling between hand orientation and target orientation, irrespective of viewing conditions. However, the matching data differed from the grasping data in showing a consistent curvature in the hand-target relationship, whereby the rate of change of hand orientation as a function of object orientation was smaller for oblique orientations than for those near the horizontal or vertical. The results are interpreted as reflecting the operation of two different mechanisms for analysing orientation in depth: a visuomotor system (assumed to be located primarily in the dorsal cortical visual stream) and a perceptual system (assumed to be located in the ventral stream). It may be that the requirements of visuomotor control dictate a primary need for absolute orientation coding, whereas those of perception dictate a need for more categorical coding.